
 
 
 
 

WELCOME TO INSTRUMENTAL CASTING TALENT MANAGEMENT 

 
 

General Info 

Representation with Instrumental Casting and/or Rage Talent Agency is only for work we provide. You are 
free to work for anyone else, concurrently. 

 

Creator/Manager: Jennifer Walton, (562) 544-2670, jennifer@instrumentalcasting.com 
Assistant: Alicia Spillias, (619) 804-0089, alicia@instrumentalcasting.com 
Assistant: Oliver Walton, (562) 544-2991, oliver@instrumentalcasting.com 

 
 

Instrumental Casting brings on camera work opportunities to exceptional musicians in the LA area for 
commercials, movies, tv, music videos, print jobs, as well as live engagements, recording sessions, and wrap 
parties for filming. Instrumental Casting submits musicians to casting directors regularly. It’s up to the casting 
directors to decide who matches the profiles they seek for any particular project. There is no guarantee of work 
simply by being listed on this website but know that you are being submitted for projects throughout the year. 
Casting directors are ecstatic about every musician with Instrumental Casting! They know you are all pre- 
screened and pros! Jennifer Walton has been contracting and managing fine musicians for 35 years! 

 

When we call you for an audition, please make yourself available! It’s not easy to get auditions! If you’ve got a 
gig on the shoot date(s), put a colleague on hold so you’re covered and available to work. If you book the job, 
fantastic!! If you don’t book it, you still have your gig! 

 

As Contractor/Talent Manager, Jennifer earns 15% commission for work provided by Instrumental Casting. For 
some work, Jennifer is able to negotiate a finder’s fee from production. Some of the work opportunities 
provided by Instrumental Casting are booked through an Agency. Unless you already have an agent, Jennifer 
works with Rage Talent Agency (RTA), who earns 10% commission for handling the booking, payroll, and all 
legalities therein. While many agents and managers charge more, RTA and Instrumental Casting charge only the 
standard industry rates. We all work extensively on your behalf!! Commissions are tax deductible. 
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